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01 INTRODUCTION
Scope of Work
This project consists of the Schematic Design and Feasibilty study for the expansion of the existing parking garage
to add up to two (2) parking levels and a roof to the existing structure. The structural systems for the additional
parking levels to be considered will be post-tensioned concrete to match the existing structural system already
in place. The original structural Construction Documents did account for the potential of a future expansion of
the parking garage for an additional 1-1/2 levels of parking. Within the scope of our work, we also addressed the
addition of light-framed steel roof with solar panels.
The consultant project team was led by Sanderson Stewart with A&E Architects, DCI Engineers, and CDS
Engineering. Martel Construction was the General Contractor for the Original Parking Garage, and they have
provided the schematic cost estimate and construction schedule for the options outlined in the following report.
The project team worked closely with the Downtown Business Partnership and the City of Bozeman Economic
Development to develop the final options for consideration with the factors outlined in this study.

Meet the Project Team
The Bridger Park Garage Expansion Feasibility Study located in Bozeman, Montana consists of a team of
partners who analyzed the expansion of the existing parking garage.
The project team includes:
Project Management:			Danielle Scharf		Sanderson Stewart
Principal in Charge:			

Jami Lorenz, PE		

DCI Engineers

Structural Project Manager:		

Alex Smith, PE		

DCI Engineers

Architect: 				Brad Doll		A&E Architects
Mechanical/Electrical Engineer: 		

Curtis L. Smit		

CDS Engineering

						Scott Elders		CDS Engineering
Contractor:				Tony Martel		Martel Construction
						Tyler Ragen		Martel Construction
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Executive Summary
As addressed in the following detailed report, the team analyzed a variety of expansion options to meet the needs
of the owner within the structural limitations of the existing building. The final options that were deemed feasible
were the “Roof Only” option, and expansion options 2, 2b, and 2c. A summary of each of these is outlined below
for your reference; please see the detailed report for expanded information for each discipline.
In the Construction Cost Summary (Section 8), the first page provides a comparative cost per parking space for
recent parking garage projects throughout the Gallatin Valley. In addition, the following other “add-alternate”
options are provided for consideration.

Add-Alternate Options
New North Elevator at Existing Shaft = $226,670
Snowmelt System for Option 2b only = $922,506
50KW Photovoltaic System at New Roof = $74,195

Roof Only Option
Roof Height = under 70’-0”.
Additional Parking Stalls = None (Winter Protection of Top Floor)
Construction Cost = $1.25 Million
Construction Duration = 12 weeks

Option 2: Expansion + Roof
Roof Height = 70’-0”.
Additional Parking Stalls = 125
Construction Cost = $4.74 Million, Cost per Space = $37,903
Construction Duration = 26 weeks

DCI ENGINEERS

Option 2b: Expansion, No Roof
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Roof Height = 64’-0”.
Additional Parking Stalls = 143
Construction Cost = $3.93 Million, Cost per Space = $27,511
Construction Duration = 20 weeks

Option 2c: Expansion + Roof
Roof Height = 73’-0”.
Additional Parking Stalls = 143
Construction Cost = $5.17 Million, Cost per Space = $36,180
Construction Duration = 30 weeks
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02 ARCHITECTURAL
Unified Development Code Analysis
The Bridger Parking Garage is located in the B-3 – Downtown Business District and is located outside the “core area”
of this district. The “core area” extends Main Street from Grand to Rouse and one half block North and South of Main
Street (38.300.110.D). The Bridger Parking Garage is located on Mendenhall between Black and Tracy with an alley
between it and the adjacent buildings on Main Street.
Per 38.320.020.E Building Height Standards, the maximum height for the parking garage is allowed to be 70’-0”
outside of the “core area.”
Elevator and stair penthouses, water tanks, monitors and scenery lofts are exempt from height limitations otherwise
established in this chapter, provided that no linear dimension of any such structure exceeds 50 percent of the
corresponding street frontage line. (38.350.050.D) Setback and Height Encroachments, Limitations, and Exceptions.

Existing Square Footage
Basement = 34,221 SF
First Floor = 43,468 SF
Second Floor = 35,440 SF
Third Floor = 34,306 SF
Fourth Floor / Roof = 29,835 SF

Total = 177,270 SF
BRIDGER PARK GARAGE EXPANSION | FEASIBILITY STUDY
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Proposed addition is approximately 51,459 SF. This area increase would trigger a Level II Design Standard
Improvement per 38.500.20 as it is over a 20% area increase but under the 50% area increase. Level II
Improvements include all improvements commenced within a three-year period (based on the date of permit
issuance) that increase the building’s area by more than 20 percent, but not greater than 50 percent. All standards
that do not involve repositioning the building or reconfiguring site development apply to Level II Improvements.
•

The location and design of the addition/remodel must be consistent with the block frontage standards
(division 38.510), which address building frontages, entries, parking lot location, and front setback
landscaping. For such developments seeking additions to buildings where off-street parking location
currently does not comply with applicable parking location standards, building additions are allowed,
provided they do not increase any current nonconformity and generally bring the project closer into
conformance with the standards (see division 38.550, Parking).

•

Compliance with applicable site planning and design elements (division 38.520).

•

Compliance with all building design provisions of division 38.530, except architectural scale and materials
provisions related to the existing portion of the building where no exterior changes are proposed. The
entire building must comply with building elements/details, materials, and blank wall treatment standards
of section 38.540.070.

•

Compliance with the off-street parking, landscaping, signage, and lighting provisions of divisions 38.550580 that relate to proposed improvements.

Bridger Parking Garage Expansion Options
As outlined in our task order, our charge was to provide a variety of options to expand the existing garage with
additional parking decks on the existing building that satisfied the height requirement of B-3 Zoning and also
maximized the amount of parking spaces. Following are all of the expansion options considered in our initial
analysis study. Based on feasibility, the team then narrowed down the final expansion options to 2, 2b, and 2c as
discussed below.

Option 1
Option 1 incorporates one additional wrap (blue) of parking stalls with a new roof to accommodate snow. The
roof would be under the 70-foot requirement and would add approximately 102 additional parking stalls.

DCI ENGINEERS

Option 2
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Option 2 sets the new roof at 70’-0” and works the additional parking backwards from there as a way to satisfy
the height requirement while maximizing as many additional parking stalls as possible and keeping clearances
for cars to maneuver within the structure. The extension (green) is in addition to the single wrap (blue). The roof
would be at the 70-foot requirement and would add approximately 125 additional parking stalls.

Option 3
Option 3 studies what would happen if two additional wraps were incorporated with a new roof without trying
to satisfy the height requirement of 70’-0”. This additional wrap (green and teal) to the first wrap (blue) would
accommodate approximately 204 additional parking stalls and would be roughly 75-feet tall.
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Option 4
Option 4 studies what would happen if parking stalls were maximized all the way up to the 70’-0” height limit
without any roof. As shown below, the extension (red) from Option 3 without the roof would stop at 70’-0”. This
would add approximately 224 additional parking stalls.

Narrowed Options Based on Option 2 for Further Exploration
As further structural investigation occurred through this process, it was determined that the existing structural
components would not be able to support more than an additional 1-1/2 wraps of parking decks. From this
information the team focused its efforts on expanded options based on Option 2. Refer to the structural analysis
for more information.

Option 2b
Based on the structural analysis, this option illustrates an additional one and half wraps that would be able to
be accommodated structurally. This would be approximately 64-feet tall with a one story addition to two of the
elevator and stair towers and a two story addition to the southwest elevator and stair tower. An additional 143
parking stalls could be incorporated in this option. Based on the structural analysis of this project, a shear wall
would need to be added at the ground level on the east and west sides of the structure (orange) as well provided
at the top level in line with the existing shear walls on the east and west sides.

DCI ENGINEERS

Option 2c
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Based on the structural analysis, this option illustrates an additional one and half wraps that would be able to be
accommodated structurally as well as a roof. The roof would be approximately 73-feet tall and would not satisfy
the current 70’-0” code requirement. A one-story addition to two of the elevator and stair towers and a two-story
addition to the southwest elevator and stair tower would need to be accommodated as well. An additional 143
parking stalls could be incorporated in this option. Based on the structural analysis of this project, a shear wall
would need to be added at the ground level on the east and west sides of the structure (orange) as well provided
at the top level in line with the existing shear walls on the east and west sides. A braced frame would also need to
be provided in support of the roof on the north and south sides of the structure.

01 INTRODUCTION
Expansion Conclusion
Options 2b and 2c will maximize the additional

The structural improvements to increase the height of

parking stalls while not jeopardizing the structural

the structure will require some additional shear walls

integrity of the existing structure. Option 2c exceeds

around the perimeter of the wall. The exterior aesthetic

the 70-foot height limit in order to accommodate

of these shear walls would infill some of the existing

clear heights for cars to maneuver within the facility.

openings that would need to be evaluated aesthetically

Design Aesthetic
In all of the options, the team has assumed
continuation of the exterior façade treatments
with the increased height to maintain the overall
aesthetic. Concrete parapet walls would be provided
as the guardrail as presently occurring as well as
extending the tan brick walls in the same manner.
The same clear anodized aluminum storefront and
glazing would be extended at the stair and elevator
towers to provided design consistency. Infill panels
or fencing at some of the openings would need to be
considered to control users as well as deter access to
roofs below some of the retail spaces.

to ensure a harmonious with the existing aesthetic.
The same LED lighting fixtures would be utilized
within the interior. Based on our conversations with
the elevator installer, the elevators would need to be
upgraded to new traction elevators on the east and
west sides of the buildings.
The roof is based on the alternate design from the
original design. This is a standing seam metal roof that
slopes to the interior. The intent would be to maintain
snow on the roof with drainage to the middle of the
structure to tie-in with existing drainage systems.
Traffic circulation within the expanded garage would
remain the same.
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03 STRUCTURAL
The following design narrative provides a general overview of the structural design including project overview,
design criteria, and structural framing descriptions.

Overview
The Bridger Park Garage is an existing parking garage located in Bozeman, MT. The current structure was
constructed in 2006. The original structural design was completed in 2005 and fell under the jurisdiction of the
2003 International Building Code (IBC).
The building is comprised of repetitive parking floors constructed of post-tensioned concrete with integral cast-inplace concrete beams. These beams are supported by cast-in-place concrete columns that terminate on concrete
spread footings below grade. The building’s lateral system consists of orthogonal concrete shear walls extending
the full height of the structure.
We have been asked to explore the structural feasibility of expanding the existing parking garage vertically to
allow for additional parking spaces as outlined above in the architectural section. As outlined in the Architectural
section of this report, we are addressing the structurally feasible options 2, 2b and 2c as well as the “roof only”
option. This narrative outlines the effects of the additional levels as well as the effects stemming from the change
in relevant building codes.
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•

2003 International Building Code (IBC)

•

ASCE 7-02 Minimum Design Loads for
Buildings and Other Structures

New Building Code
•

2018 International Building Code (IBC)

•

ASCE 7-16 Minimum Design Loads for
Buildings and Other Structures

Expansion Options
•

Roof Only Option
The “Roof Only” option proposes a steel
framed roof to be added to the top level of the
existing garage with no additional concrete
floor wraps (see Appendix).

•

Option 2
Option 2 proposes an additional full wrap
of concrete P-T parking levels plus a small
additional wrap (See Appendix). In addition
to the floor wraps, this option includes a steel
framed roof.

•

Option 2-B
Option 2-B proposes an additional 1.5 wraps
of concrete P-T parking levels (See Appendix).
This option does not include any sort of roof
to be added.

•

Option 2-C
Option 2 proposes an additional 1.5 wraps of
concrete P-T parking levels (same as Option
2-B) plus a steel framed roof (See Appendix).

DCI ENGINEERS

Summary of Required Retrofits
Each expansion option was investigated to see what effects it would have on both the gravity system (beams,
columns, and foundations) and the lateral system (diaphragms and shear walls). It was understood that the
previous design had accounted for the possibility of future expansion, but the full extent was unclear at the
time of this investigation. Similarly, since the time of original design/construction, the governing building code
has undergone several upgrade cycles which impact the design loads that the structure must resist for seismic
earthquake loading. The 2018 IBC will likely be adopted by the State of Montana in the spring of 2019, and as such
was used in our analysis of the new options as outlined above.
Under preliminary analysis of the gravity system, it appears that all proposed options require no retrofit to the
existing gravity systems (columns/beams) to support the additional levels. New columns will be spliced to the
existing concrete columns per detail 11/S5.4 of the original structural drawings (see Appendix).
The weight of the additional levels increases the amount of lateral load that is imparted on the structure during
a seismic event. This seismic load must be resisted by the lateral system – in this case, the existing Special
Reinforced concrete shear walls. Although these walls may have been designed for additional future levels, the
preliminary lateral analysis shows that any of the proposed expansions will require structural retrofits to the
building lateral system.
The required lateral retrofits are laid out in the Appendix and summarized here. For expansion options, the
existing concrete shear walls will need to extend vertically to the highest new level, tying in at each level. These
new shear walls will match the reinforcing of the existing walls and we will need to provide dowels drilled and
connected to the existing shear walls below. For all options with a new metal roof, additional steel braced frames
will be required on the North and South sides of the upper story in conjunction with the shear walls continuing to
the roof.
Analysis of the existing shear walls under the expansion options (other than the Roof Only Option) shows that
they do not have sufficient capacity to accommodate the increased lateral load. As shown in the Appendix, we
propose providing additional concrete shear walls along the East and West sides of the building to supplement
the existing shear walls. These walls would begin atop the 12” concrete basement walls (doweled into the existing
wall) and would extend up one level to the first elevated parking platform. These would then connect to the
bottom of the existing concrete beam at this elevated level as shown in the sketches in the Appendix. For Option
2, we would require a 12’-0” long wall on each side, while Options 2-B and 2-C would require a longer 20’-0” wall.
Option 1 would not require additional concrete walls at the ground floor, just additional braced frames at the
upper level and the extension of walls up to the roof.

Conclusion
The Roof Only Option is the only option that does not require a structural retrofit beyond the extension of the
existing concrete shear walls at the new levels. Option 2b and 2c maximize the additional parking spots without
exceeding the foundation capacity of the building, but require structural retrofits with additional concrete shear
walls at the lower levels. Any levels above Option 2c would not be feasible for construction because they would
exceed the gravity structure and foundation capacity of the building. Please see the Appendix section, which
further outlines the structural requirements for these final options.
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04 MECHANICAL
Existing Mechanical Conditions
Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning (HVAC)
Limited HVAC systems are installed in the building.
The retail/office spaces around the ground level perimeter of the building and second level are heated and cooled
with roof top units (RTU’s). The RTU’s are gas fired with mechanical cooling and economizers. The units are ducted
to each retail or office space.
The parking garage office is heated and cooled with a separate RTU.
The basement and portions of the ground level parking areas are exhausted with sidewall exhaust fans
discharging in the alley.
Elevator machine rooms and the basement water service room are heated with electric space heaters.
Elevator machine rooms are exhausted with inline exhaust fans to keep elevator equipment at operational
temperatures.
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Plumbing
Sanitary waste piping is installed from the various
retail and office spaces to the city mains. A separate
grease line is installed from the west restaurant site
through a grease interceptor to the city main.
Storm water drainage systems are installed in both

Proposed Mechanical
Expansion Items
Heating, Ventilation and Air
Conditioning (HVAC)
Since the expansion being considered does not

the covered retail/office areas and throughout

have spaces that require new HVAC no systems are

the parking garage areas. A 10” storm drain line is

proposed at this time expansion unless a mechanical

installed on the southwest side of the building. This

snowmelt system is installed. See snowmelt discussion

line carries the parking garage drains and the west

below.

side roof drains. A sand/oil interceptor installed at
the southwest side of the building for this line. (5) 6”
area drains are installed on each level with the garage
floors sloped to these drains. The main lines are
insulated and heat taped to prevent freezing.
A 6” storm drain line is installed on the east side of the
building. This line carries the north roof drains as well
as the discharge line from the elevator sump lines.
The elevator sump lines are installed to drain through
an oil interceptor located in the basement mechanical
room.
A 2” domestic water service is installed to the building
basement mechanical room. The service extends to
the retail/office spaces. The line is buried below the
north drive exit to prevent the line from freezing.
Natural gas service is installed on the south wall near
the west stair tower. 8 gas meters are installed to
serve the individual retail/office spaces.

Plumbing
New sanitary sewer piping is not required in the
expansion unless a mechanical snowmelt system is
installed. See snowmelt discussion below.
Storm drainage will be required to be extended to the
new expanded parking levels.
Domestic water will not be required in the expansion,
unless a mechanical snowmelt system is installed. See
snowmelt discussion below.
Extension of the existing natural gas service is not
required unless a mechanical snowmelt system is
installed. See snowmelt discussion below.

Snowmelt System
A snowmelt system for the top level of parking is a
possible solution to snow removal on this level and
thus eliminating a need for a new roof. Using an
approximate area of 30,000 square feet of exposed

Fire Protection
A 6” fire service line is installed in the basement
mechanical room. The fire service extends to a dry
fire sprinkler system in the basement areas of the
parking garage and to fire standpipe systems serving
the stair/elevator shafts. The fire sprinkler system
is not installed on above grade levels. Fire stand
pipes with hose connections are installed in the stair
towers with hose connections at each stair landing.
Fire department connections and a horn strobe are
installed on the east side of the building.

top level parking, 5,000,000 BTU/hr boiler capacity
would be required along with tubing, pumps and all
system accessories. Tubing would be installed in the
top level and connected via manifolds to the boiler
system. Either on an automatic call for snowmelt from
a sensor in the concrete or via manual control, the
slab would be heated to the point of melting the snow
and ice on the top level.
Insulation would be required below the top deck
to help direct the heat upward. A mechanical room
approximately 300 square feet will be required for the
system.

DCI ENGINEERS

A domestic line, for filling the system will be required. This line will need to be freeze protected or will need to
have the ability to be winterized annually.
A drain line for the boiler drains will need to be installed and will need to be freeze protected.
Gas piping and a new rotary style gas meter will be required for this snowmelt system.

Fire Protection
Fire sprinkler stand pipes will need to be extended to the new levels in each stair tower. Water pressure will need
to be evaluated for the increase in building height. Due to the high water pressure in the downtown area, it is
anticipated that the fire service pressure will be adequate for the new areas. This will need to be confirmed during
design.
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05 ELECTRICAL
Adjacent Overhead Electrical Utility Power Lines
•

The existing overhead electrical lines, to the South of the parking garage in the alley, will need to be
worked around. After meeting with Northwestern Energy it was determined that either one of the
following scenarios would need to take place for the Parking garage to be expanded.

•

Scenario A: If clearances can be reached moving the overhead lines South on the existing H-frame(s)
Northwestern Energy estimates a cost of $50,000 - $60,000 to the project.

•

Scenario B: If clearances cannot be met with the existing H-frame(s) then they will need to be raised to
an elevation that can allow the required clearance(s) adjacent to a taller building. Northwestern Energy
estimates a cost of $200,000 to the project for this work.

•

In addition to relocating the overhead lines Northwestern Energy would need to ‘turn off’ section(s) of the
overhead lines to allow construction activity adjacent to the overhead lines while maintaining service to
the Main street customers.

•

Northwestern Energy will not know what Scenario will need to be included in the project until further
investigation is completed with the final parking garage design.

Existing Electrical Service
•

The existing electrical service supporting the parking garage is a 2500A, 208Y/120V, 3 Phase, 4 Wire. The
Main Switchboard contains eight (8) different utility meters; the parking garage and the tenants around the
perimeter.

•

The parking garage is supported by a 1600A section within the switchboard and contains ten (10) fusible
disconnects. Eight (8) of the fusible disconnects feed existing branch circuit panels and elevators, two (2)
200A fusible disconnects are remaining as spares.

•

Northwestern Energy Peak Demand information shows that the highest load the parking garage meter has
read in the last 12 months is 42 kw, or 146 amps at 208Y/120V, 3 Phase, 4 Wire. The electrical capacity to
serve the expansion is available with the existing electrical service equipment.

•

A future photovoltaic solar array may tie-in to the electrical distribution at one of the spare 200A fusible
disconnects mentioned above. No PV infrastructure will be included in the estimate for a photovoltaic
solar system. The same amount of work will be required in a future dedicated PV project. A roof designed
for the parking garage will be able to support a future array.
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Power
•

•

by either equipping pre-determined LED light
fixtures with emergency battery ballasts or by

The two (2) existing elevators have 25HP

feeding pre-determined LED light fixtures from

motors and are fed with a 175A electrical

a lighting inverter(s).

feeder(s).
oo

The elevators are to be removed and

•

It is safe to assume a traction type
elevator will require a smaller electrical
feeder than the current hydraulic type
elevator(s). Existing feeders may be

Lighting Controls Design:
•

•

The North elevator will be priced as an
alternate and the second 200A spare
fusible bucket may be utilized to feed

Special Systems

the elevator if needed.

Fire Alarm Design:

The common building tower(s) will be

•

system will be extended throughout the

mechanical and building equipment

tower(s) for the additional level(s).

receptacles throughout the space(s) to match

•

Lighting
Light Fixture(s):
The existing pole mounted light fixtures on the
top level will be removed and provided to the
City of Bozeman to be re-used.

smoke detector(s).
•

Closed-Circuit Television System:
•

The existing CCTV system is to be extended.

•

A camera shall be located within each stair/
elevator tower(s) on each level, to match the
existing layout.

constructed to a complete level and be
exit signs similar to the levels below.
•

LED Parking garage canopy lighting will be
provided, the lighting layout will match the
existing. The existing layout will be extended
throughout the new parking garage area.
oo

Existing Parking Garage Light Fixture:
Gardco ‘G3-5-1-3BLA-1670-NW-UNIVNP-QDM’.

DCI ENGINEERS

Fire alarm notification shall be provided for
each elevator lobby.

The common building tower(s) will be
provided with surface mount light fixtures and

Elevators Door(s) are to be provided with
magnetic hold opens and the respective

the existing floor(s).

•

The existing digital addressable fire alarm

constructed to a complete level with
connections as well as general convenience

•

Light fixtures within the tower(s) will be on
24/7 consistent with the existing design.

disconnects.

•

LED parking garage canopy light fixture(s) will
be provided with integral occupancy sensor(s).

re-used and the appropriate fuse will
be provided in the existing fusible

Exit signs will be provided to mark the path(s)
of egress.

replaced with traction type elevator(s).

oo

Emergency egress lighting will be provided

•

A camera shall be provided over the door(s)
entering each stair/elevator tower(s) on each
new level, to match the existing layout.
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Section 6

SCHEMATIC CONSTRUCTION
COST SUMMARY
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06 CONSTRUCTION
COST NARRATIVE
Roof Only Option
Adding a steel roof structure to the existing parking garage has an estimated construction cost of $1.25M, with
a construction duration of 12 weeks. For the 12-week construction period, the upper level of the parking garage
would be closed to public use. This would reduce the capacity of the garage by 108 spaces. Refer to the cost
control summary for total project cost.
In addition, the section of North Black Street which fronts the east side of the garage would be closed to receive
materials and hoist them to the roof. During construction material deliveries, the north entrance to the garage,
along Mendenhall, would remain open. To ensure the safety of pedestrians, the sidewalk along the east side
of the garage would be closed, and pedestrians would be directed to use the sidewalk on the east side of Black
Street. Traffic in the alley to the south of the garage would be limited to deliveries required to keep the adjoining
businesses operational.

DCI ENGINEERS

Option 2
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Adding one full wrap, plus 5 additional bays of post-tensioned parking deck, a steel roof structure, and
extending all three circulation towers up by one level has an estimated construction cost of $4.74M, with a
construction duration of 26 weeks. At completion, this option provides 125 additional parking spaces. For 18
weeks, the garage would be closed to the public at the ground floor near grid line 3. This closure is necessary
to accommodate re-shoring of the existing parking decks on order to carry the load of the concrete formwork
and liquid concrete above. This closure would leave 126 spaces remaining for public use during concrete deck
construction. For the remaining 8 weeks, the upper floor of the garage would remain closed to the public while
the installation of the roof structure takes place. During roof construction, the garage would have 108 spaces
less than the final design provides but would have 17 more spaces than are currently available.

North Black Street would be closed from the alley to Mendenhall for the duration of the project to
accommodate deliveries and hoisting. The north entrance to the garage, along Mendenhall would remain open
as would the sidewalk along the east side of Black Street. The alley to the south of the garage would be limited
to deliveries required to keep the adjoining businesses operational.
Option 2 also requires that a shear wall be added to the northwest corner of the garage, at ground level. This
would require temporary partitioning of the existing lease space, and coordination with the tenant to ensure
construction impacts are minimized.
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Option 2b
Adding one- and one-half additional wraps of post-tensioned parking deck, with no roof structure, and
extending the west and north circulation towers up one level, and the east tower up two levels has an estimated
construction cost of $3.93M, with a construction duration of 20 weeks. At completion, this option provides 143
additional parking spaces. For the 20-week construction period, the garage would be closed to the public at the
ground floor near grid line 3. This closure is necessary to accommodate re-shoring of the existing parking decks
on order to carry the load of the concrete formwork and liquid concrete above. This closure would leave 126
spaces remaining for public use during construction. Refer to option 2 for a graphic showing the location of the
proposed closure.
North Black Street would be closed from the alley to Mendenhall for the duration of the project to accommodate
deliveries and hoisting. The north entrance to the garage, along Mendenhall would remain open as would the
sidewalk along the east side of Black Street. The alley to the south of the garage would be limited to deliveries
required to keep the adjoining businesses operational.
Option 2b also requires that a shear wall be added to the northwest corner of the garage, at ground level. This
would require temporary partitioning of the existing lease space, and coordination with the tenant to ensure
construction impacts are minimized.

Option 2c
Adding one- and one-half additional wraps of post-tensioned parking deck, a steel roof structure, and extending
the west and north circulation towers up one level, and the east tower up two levels has an estimated
construction cost of $5.17M, with a construction duration of 30 weeks. At completion, this option provides 143
additional parking spaces. For 22 weeks, the garage would be closed to the public at the ground floor near grid
line 3. This closure is necessary to accommodate re-shoring of the existing parking decks on order to carry the
load of the concrete formwork and liquid concrete above during construction. This closure would leave 126
spaces remaining for public use during concrete deck construction. Refer to option 2 for a graphic showing the
location of the proposed closure. For the remaining 8 weeks, the upper floor of the garage would remain closed
to the public while the installation of the roof structure takes place. During roof construction, the garage would
have 108 spaces less than the final design provides but would have 35 more spaces than are currently available.
North Black would be closed from the alley to Mendenhall for the duration of the project to accommodate
deliveries and hoisting. The north entrance to the garage, along Mendenhall would remain open, as would the
sidewalk along the east side of Black Street. The alley to the south of the garage would be limited to deliveries
required to keep the adjoining businesses operational.
Option 2c also requires that a shear wall be added to the northwest corner of the garage, at ground level. This
would require temporary partitioning of the existing lease space, and coordination with the tenant to ensure
construction impacts are minimized.

See Section 8 Appendix—Construction Cost Estimate
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07 APPENDIX
Bridger Parking Garage Final Expansion Options
Roof Only Option
•

Steel framed roof on top of existing structure

•

No additional stalls, more available parking in the winter

•

Under 70’-0” height limit

Option 2
•

1+ Additional Wrap with Roof

•

70’-0” to Top of Roof

•

125 Additional Stalls

This option is the maximum number of spaces (qty. 125) with a roof that conforms with the current zoning height
limit.
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Option 2b
31

•

1 ½ Additional Wrap without Roof

•

64’-0” to Top of Roof

•

143 Additional Stalls

This option is the maximum number of spaces (qty. 143) without a roof that conforms with the current zoning
height limit.

INTRODUCTION
Option 2c
•

1 ½ Additional Wrap with Roof

•

73’-0” to Top of Roof

•

143 Additional Stalls

This option is the maximum number of spaces (qty. 143) with a roof but exceeds the current zoning height limit.
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Required Shearwall Additions for Option 2
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(12’-0”) extending from top
of basement wall to bottom

12’-0”

New 12” thick shear wall

of first elevated parking

12’-0”

level.

Concrete shear walls to
be extended up to highest
level.

New 12” thick
shear wall (12’-0”)
extending from
top of basement
wall to bottom
of first elevated
parking level.
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Required Shearwall Additions for 33
Option 2b & 2c

33

New 12” thick shear wall
(20’-0” long) extending from
top of basement wall to
parking level.

20’-0”

bottom of first elevated

01 INTRODUCTION

New 12” thick
shear wall (20’-0”

20’-0”

long) extending

Concrete shear walls

Subheader Here

to be extended up to

fill Harum eria aut aut omnimporero blanduciet ea voles apero et adipissit rero officiu ntibus ex eum impernamus,

highest level.

from top of
basement wall
to bottom of first
elevated parking
level.

sunt as quatur?
Od mil minullo ratures ducipsa pelland enisquis dolupta tibusan ducilic tempos dolectaspel modigent hit eum eos
esto odion none rerrum sum et et earchilibus ium eriat min estium et velesequi illabor underuptatur aut optatur,
erspellaudae sam quidusdaest atem facerna tiones doluptatio omnis nistist ibuscia pore, optium incit fugitiumqui
aut atem ullibus volupti beaqui occae. Name quatiist, cusaepudisse nim volorro quaestianto temquuntis rernatum
veruntorro doluptate pligni dita conserf erferum velit eosanda simin con perit esti volupta tendipientem quas sande
nonem sincid eatur res esse omnihilia volecae in conecea voluptus, sam quiatem il et que voluptatis di ipsam res
voluptae volo tet lacepudae pro qui num sinumquunt, officte por ma doluptatumet et volla conseriorit por ad utatur
res sectorion ni apidem verrum repellam sed magniminimus doluptiorem fuga. Sedis dolupta temoluptur, omnient
optatqui sit earchillenda voluptae et velicim quae. Itae verumquibus il mi, ex et dolum, secturias et dicia voluptia
esectem eumquis molo dunti dollaciis dusdaes ius es plautem nonsequae volore consequ issinto bla volupienessi
aperovident as doluptae dit, odionsequia consedit asitat eium rem abo. Ta veruptas etur?
Nimus in et, cus idus esequas aceris quatemp ernatur aci temolore verspis plabore repudio rporeperiae vendi te
eatur molest, que sinus, conectem laborer sperit, aperum adio. Imagnis exerunt doluptur aperest, sandam, omnim
in niet quo ium nem fuga. Et eos aut dolorerspedi ut officae nonseratium faciis ullorro beatur, expellu ptibusant
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Preliminary Roof Framing Option 34
(for Options 1, 2, & 2c

01 INTRODUCTION
New braced frame in one
or two of these bays.

Subheader Here
fill Harum eria aut aut omnimporero blanduciet ea voles apero et adipissit rero officiu ntibus ex eum impernamus,
sunt as quatur?
Od mil minullo ratures ducipsa pelland enisquis dolupta tibusan ducilic tempos dolectaspel modigent hit eum eos
esto odion none rerrum sum et et earchilibus ium eriat min estium et velesequi illabor underuptatur aut optatur,
erspellaudae sam quidusdaest atem facerna tiones doluptatio omnis nistist ibuscia pore, optium incit fugitiumqui
aut atem ullibus volupti beaqui occae. Name quatiist, cusaepudisse nim volorro quaestianto temquuntis rernatum
veruntorro doluptate pligni dita conserf erferum velit eosanda simin con perit esti volupta tendipientem quas sande
nonem sincid eatur res esse omnihilia volecae in conecea voluptus, sam quiatem il et que voluptatis di ipsam res
voluptae volo tet lacepudae pro qui num sinumquunt, officte por ma doluptatumet et volla conseriorit por ad utatur
Shearwall from below to

res sectorion ni apidem verrum repellam sed magniminimus doluptiorem fuga. Sedis dolupta temoluptur, omnient

be extended up to roof

optatqui sit earchillenda voluptae et velicim quae. Itae verumquibus il mi, ex et dolum, secturias et dicia voluptia

elevation.

esectem eumquis molo dunti dollaciis dusdaes ius es plautem nonsequae volore consequ issinto bla volupienessi
Newconsedit
braced frame
onerem abo. Ta veruptas etur?
aperovident as doluptae dit, odionsequia
asitat in
eium
or two of these bays.
Nimus in et, cus idus esequas aceris quatemp ernatur aci temolore verspis plabore repudio rporeperiae vendi te
eatur molest, que sinus, conectem laborer sperit, aperum adio. Imagnis exerunt doluptur aperest, sandam, omnim
in niet quo ium nem fuga. Et eos aut dolorerspedi ut officae nonseratium faciis ullorro beatur, expellu ptibusant
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Shearwall from below to
be extended up to roof
elevation.
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Detail 11/S5.4 from original structural drawings - for reference for splicing on future columns.
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New reinforcing to be lapped with new
shearwall reinforcing below. Rebar will
be doweled/epoxied into bottom of the
upturned beam above.

01 INTRODUCTION

New retrofit concrete shear wall below
to extend from top of basement wall
to underside of upturned beam at first
elevated story.
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08 APPENDIX:
CONSTRUCTION

COST ESTIMATES

Bridger Park Garage Expansion Feasibility Study
Schematic Estimate
Martel Construction, Inc. | 3.25.19
OPTION
Description
Number of Added
Stalls
Budget
Cost per Space
Estimated
Duration

ROOF ONLY

OPTION 2

OPTION 2B

OPTION 2C

Steel framed roof
on top of existing
structure

1+ additional wrap
without roof

1-1/2 additional
wrap without roof

1-1/2 additional
wrap with roof

0

125

143

143

$1,251,515.00

$4,737,884.00

$3,934,191.00

$5,173,645.00

N/A

$37,903.07

$27,511.83

$36,179.34

12 weeks

26 weeks

20 weeks

30 weeks

Recent Parking Garages (For Reference, $/Space)
SPACE COUNT

$/SPACE AT BID

$/SPACE ADJ. TO
2019

Montana State University
Parking Garage

550

$19,557.00

$21,690.07

Bozeman Yellowstone Int’l Airport
Multi-Use PG

1100

$25,591.00

$26,462.18

Whitefish Parking Garage

212

$36,752.00

$40,625.70

Bridger Park Garage - Bozeman

435

$22,822.00

$31,731.05

PROJECT
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Project Cost Control Summary
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fill Harum eria aut aut omnimporero blanduciet ea voles apero et adipissit rero officiu ntibus ex eum impernamus,
sunt as quatur?
Od mil minullo ratures ducipsa pelland enisquis dolupta tibusan ducilic tempos dolectaspel modigent hit eum eos
esto odion none rerrum sum et et earchilibus ium eriat min estium et velesequi illabor underuptatur aut optatur,
erspellaudae sam quidusdaest atem facerna tiones doluptatio omnis nistist ibuscia pore, optium incit fugitiumqui
aut atem ullibus volupti beaqui occae. Name quatiist, cusaepudisse nim volorro quaestianto temquuntis rernatum
veruntorro doluptate pligni dita conserf erferum velit eosanda simin con perit esti volupta tendipientem quas sande
nonem sincid eatur res esse omnihilia volecae in conecea voluptus, sam quiatem il et que voluptatis di ipsam res
voluptae volo tet lacepudae pro qui num sinumquunt, officte por ma doluptatumet et volla conseriorit por ad utatur
res sectorion ni apidem verrum repellam sed magniminimus doluptiorem fuga. Sedis dolupta temoluptur, omnient
optatqui sit earchillenda voluptae et velicim quae. Itae verumquibus il mi, ex et dolum, secturias et dicia voluptia
esectem eumquis molo dunti dollaciis dusdaes ius es plautem nonsequae volore consequ issinto bla volupienessi
aperovident as doluptae dit, odionsequia consedit asitat eium rem abo. Ta veruptas etur?
Nimus in et, cus idus esequas aceris quatemp ernatur aci temolore verspis plabore repudio rporeperiae vendi te
eatur molest, que sinus, conectem laborer sperit, aperum adio. Imagnis exerunt doluptur aperest, sandam, omnim
in niet quo ium nem fuga. Et eos aut dolorerspedi ut officae nonseratium faciis ullorro beatur, expellu ptibusant
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Roof Only Option

01 INTRODUCTION
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Spreadsheet Report
Option 2
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Option 2b
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Option 2c
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Add Elevator
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Spreadsheet Report
Add Snow Melt System
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Add PV System
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for more information
contact
Jami Lorenz, Principal
1060 Fowler Ave, Ste 202
Bozeman, Montana 59718
(406) 556-8600
Email: jlorenz@dci-engineers.com

